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Diffusion processes on an abstract Wiener space are constructed from 
fundamental solutions of second-order parabolic equations with variable 
coefficients. The transition probabilities of such processes are compared with 
those of the Wiener process, and continuity of sample paths is established. 
Several operator semigroups associated with the processes are defined (one 
locally), and some regularity properties of these semigroups are established. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we construct and initiate a study of regularity proper- 
ties of temporally homogeneous diffusion processes on an abstract 
Wiener space. The differential generator of such a process will be a 
second-order parabolic operator with variable coefficients. 
In Ref. [4] Gross constructed a Wiener process on abstract Wiener 
space from the fundamental solution of the heat equation. We will 
construct our process in an analogous fashion using fundamental 
solutions of parabolic equations which were constructed in Ref. [7]. 
Daletskii [2] h as constructed diffusion processes on nuclear spaces 
using stochastic integration techniques; his results do not include 
Wiener space as a possible state space. 
The study of potential theory on Hilbert space has shown that 
abstract Wiener spaces enter naturally into the formulation of regu- 
larity theorems for problems in this area [3,4]. Our motivation for 
studying diffusion processes on abstract Wiener space is to obtain 
local results concerning solutions of parabolic and elliptic equations 
on a Hilbert space, and eventually to consider parabolic equations on 
suitable infinite-dimensional manifolds. 




The basic definitions and theorems concerning abstract Wiener 
spaces are due to Gross and may be found in Refs. [3] and [4]. The 
construction and some properties of fundamental solutions for the 
parabolic equations which we will consider are given in Refs. [7] and 
[9]. Our notation will be that of Refs. [7] and [9] to the extent to 
which that is possible. 
H denotes a real separable Hilbert space with norm / . 1 and inner 
product ( , ). B denotes the completion of H with respect to the 
measurable norm /I * 11 on H, andp, denotes Wiener measure on B with 
variance parameter t > 0. The triple (H, B, z), where i is the natural 
injection of H into B, is called an abstract Wiener space. We will 
sometimes identify H with a subset of B, via i. B* (the topological dual 
space of B) may be identified (by restriction to H) with a subset of H*, 
and H* may be identified with H in the usual fashion. B* is dense 
in H*. We will assume that I/y /I is in LP(pl(dy)) for all 1 < p < GO 
and for all t > 0. 
Let W denote an arbitrary Banach space. Given a functionf: B -+ W 
and a point x of B, we say that f is B-differentiable at x if the FrCchet 
derivative Of(x) off at x exists. Restricting f to the coset x + H of B, 
we obtain a function g : H + W defined by g(h) = f (x + h). We say 
that f is H-differentiable at x if the FrCchet derivative of g at 0 exists. 
The H-derivative off at x will be denoted by f ‘(x). We will write 
11 Of (x)11 and If ‘(x)[ for theL(B, W) andL(H, IV) norms, respectively. 
Given a function x + A(x) from B to L(H, H), and a real-valued 
measurable function f (x, t) on B x (0, co), we define 
L,.,f(x, t)=Tr[A(x)f”(x, t)l - $ f(x, 4 (0 < t < a> 
whenever af(x, t)/i% and f “(x, t) exist and A(x)f”(x, t) is trace class. 
If we write A(x) = I - B(x), where B(x) satisfies 
(i) x -+ B(x) is a bounded Lip-l function from B to the space 
of symmetric trace class operators on H, with the trace class norm; 
(ii) There exists an E,, > 0 such that B(x) < (1 - E$ for all 
xinB; 
(iii) There exists a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt class operator E 
on H and a family of operators B,(x) EL(H, H) such that for all x 
in B, B(x) = EB,(x)E and I B,(x)/ < 1; 
(iv) PB,(x) exists and is a Lip-l function from B to 
L(B --+ L(B + L(H, H))); 
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(4 II ~BO(4lP II D2% x III are uniformly bounded for all x in B; 
(vi) There exists a constant c such that for any orthonormal 
basis {ei : i = 1, 2,...} of H we have J& / DB,(x) ei I2 < c, inde- 
pendently of x in B; 
then there exists a family of finite real-valued signed Bore1 measures 
{4&G dY) : 0 < t < 00, x E B} on B such that if 
cm4 = j, f(Y) 4t(X, dYh 
then for each bounded real-valued Lip-l function f on B we have 
Ldztf(4 = 0 for all 0 < t < co, x E B, 
and 
‘$4tfW = f(x) uniformly for x E B. 
The family {ql(x, dy)} is called a fundamental solution of L,,,u = 0. 
The form of these measures, and various related estimates which we 
shall use, may be found in Ref. [7]. 
Under the three additional technical assumptions that 
(vii) There exists a sequence (P,} of commuting finite-dimen- 
sional projections on B, converging strongly to the identity on B, and 
of the form 
P,(x) = g (Yi 9 X)Yi 7 
i=l 
where (yi : i = 1, 2,..., m,} is an orthonormal subset of H* such 
that each yi E B*; 
(viii) E commutes with each P,; 
(ix) For each x in B and each P, , there exists a constant c, 12 
such that 
gl I PBdPn4 - WWI ei I2 < cZsn 
for every orthonormal basis {ei} of H, and c,,, + 0 as n --t co; 
it is proved in Ref. [9] by a “semifinite” approximation technique 
that pl(x, dy) is a probability measure on B for each t > 0 and x in B, 
and also that for each bounded real-valued measurable function f 
on B qtqsf (x) = qt+sf (x) for all s and t > 0 and x in B. 
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In Section 3 we establish some regularity properties of the measure 
ql(x, dy). Theorem 1 compares qt(x, dy) with paI(x, dy) (p,,(x, r) = 
p,,(r - x) for all Bore1 sets I’ in B), the fundamental solution of the 
heat equation on H. Theorem 2 gives an estimate of the “concentra- 
tion” of qf(x, dy) in a neighborhood of x for small values of t, and is 
later applied to prove continuity of sample paths for the diffusion 
process. In Section 4 we consider the semigroup action of {ql) on 
spaces of functions which are appropriate to the establishment of 
regularity properties for the diffusion process. In Section 5 we con- 
struct the diffusion process corresponding to (qt(x, dy)), establish 
some regularity properties of the process, and in Theorem 5 we con- 
sider local diffusion on an open subset of B. 
3. THE MEASURE qt(x,dy) 
In Ref. [4] Gross established that when A(x) = I for all x in B 
( i.e., when ~?+~f(x, t) = Tr[f”(x, t)] - af(x, t)/i?t), the measures 
(p,,(x, dy) : x E B, t > 0} defined for Bore1 sets l’ C B by p,,(x, r) F 
pzt(r - x) form a fundamental solution of the heat equationL,,J = 0. 
Moreover, he constructed a Wiener process on B having transition 
probabilities {p&x, dy)}. In the following theorem we compare our 
expected transition probabilities {qt(x, dy)} for a diffusion process 
with those of the Wiener process. Two proofs are given; the first 
requires only the hypotheses (i)-( vi re ) q uired for the construction of 
ql(x, dy) in Ref. [7], whereas the second, although much simpler than 
the first, requires the additional hypotheses (vii)-(ix) imposed in 
Ref. [9] in order to use a semifinite approximation technique for the 
proof of the semigroup property. It is probable that the semigroup 
property holds without the hypotheses (vii)-(ix), and can be proved 
by a method other than semifinite approximation. 
THEOREM 1. For each t > 0 and x in B, qt(x, dy) is absolutely 
continuous with respect to p,,(x, dy). 
Proof (1). For a Bore1 set r in B, Eq. (32) of Ref. [7] shows that 
qt(x, r) is of the form 
where {&(x, dy) : t > 0, x E B) and {r,(x, dy) : t > 0, x E B} are 
families of finite real-valued signed Bore1 measures on B. Equations (2) 
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and (3) of Ref. [9] show that C&(x, dy) <p,,(x, dy) for all t > 0 and x 
in B. Let us assume that A is a Bore1 set in B such that $at(x, A) = 0. 
Then rii,(x, A) = 0. 
From (30) of Ref. [7], th ere exists a family (M,(x, dy) : t > 0, 
x E B) of finite real-valued signed Bore1 measures on B such that 
T~(x, r) is of the form 
where 
r&T, r> = f Ttn(X, r>, 
7Z=l 
and 
rtn(x, r) = j; j, ru”-‘(y, r) . Mt-&, dy) . du (TZ > 1). 
M,(x, dy) <p&x, dy) by (19) of Ref. [7]. Thus there exist functions 
g(t, X, y) andf(t, X, y), both in L1(pst(~, *)) for each t > 0 and x in B, 
such that 
and 
+4x, 49 = & x, Y) P& 49 
W(x, 49 = f(t, x, Y) P&G 44. (1) 
For each 0 < u < t, we may now write 
i B rul(~, 4 %-u(~, 44 
-IS - fb Y, 4 & - u, x, Y> P~(Y, 4 m-d, dr) (2) B A 
withf(u, Y, 4 g(t - u, x, Y) EWP~~( Y, d4 x P~(~-~)(x, dr)). But 
J-S B A P&Y, 4 mt--uh 44 = J&G 4 = 0 
by the semigroup property; hence the left side of (2) equals 0 for 
each 0 < u < t, and so 
t 
ss o B rul(~, 4 fit-&, 44 du = 0. 
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In a similar fashion, we may show that for each natural number n, t ss run(y, A) e&(x, dy) du = 0. 0 B 
From Ref. [7, p. 1121, there exists a constant Q such that for all 
u >OandyinB, 
1 run 1 (y, B) < pT”~w-l/r(n/2) 
for n = 1, 2,..., where 1 run 1 ( y, *) refers to the variation of the 
measure rUn( y, *) and r is the gamma function. Thus given any 
T > 0, it is easily seen that C,“=, j rUn j ( y, B) converges uniformly 
for all 0 < u < T and for all y in B. Given E > 0, there exists a 
natural number N such that 
for all 0 < u < T,y in B. 
Thus there exists a constant cT , depending only on T, such that 
for all 0 < t < T and for all x in B. Hence if 0 < t < T, 
and since E is arbitrary, qt(q A) = 0. 
Proof (2). Assume that the hypotheses (i)-(ix) are satisfied. 
From Ref. [9] we have the existence of a family {qt^(x, dy) : t > 0, 
x E B, n = 1, 2,...} of Bore1 measures on B of the form 
qtn(x, dy) = qt’(x’, dy’) x &(x”, W’), 
where x = x’ + xn with x’ E P,B and x” E (I - P,)B, and a similar 
decomposition is made for the variable of integration. Moreover 
ql’(x’, dy’) is positive, finite, and absolutely continuous with respect 
to Lebesgue measure (dy’) in P,B, so that we may write 
qt’(x’, dy’) = q’(t, x’, Y’) dy’, 
with q’(t, x’, y’) > 0 for all t > 0, x’ and y’ in P,B. &x”, dy”) is 
Wiener measure in (I - P,)B translated by x”, and &(x’, dy’) is 
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Gauss measure on P,,B translated by xl, viz., if m, = dim P,B, then 
p&(x’, dy’) = (4ddmni2 exp[-[ x’ - y’ 12j4t] dy’. 
The measures qfn(x, dy) ql(x, dy) in variation as n --t co, pointwise 
in t and x. We may write 
qt(x’, dy’) = q’(t, x’, y’) . (47~t)~n” . exp[/ x’ - y’ 12/4t] .PZt(x’, dy’) 
= f(t, x’, y’) PL(x’, 49 say, 
where f(t, x’, y’) ~Lr(&~(x’, dy’)) or, equivalently, EL~(P~~(x, dy)). 
If p&x, A) = 0, then since 
j, qt%, dY) = s, f(f, x’, Y’) P2& dY), 
we have qtn(x, A) = 0 for each n = 1, 2 ,... . Letting n --t 00, 
0 = @lx, 4 - 4&, 4. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
The concept of an absolute null set is relavant to the study of 
regularity properties of diffusion processes. A subset r of B is called 
absolute null relative to {q&x, dy)} if Q~(x, r) = 0 for all t > 0 and 
x E B. Theorem 1 shows that if r is absolute null relative to (p,(x, dy)} 
then r is absolute null relative to {Q~(x, dy)}. Some examples of sets 
which are absolute null relative to {pt(x, dy)} are given in Ref. [4, 
Proposition 51, which states that if G is an open set in B which is either 
convex or has a differentiable boundary then the boundary of G is 
an absolute null set. 
The next lemma is similar to an estimate proved in Remark 2.3 of 
Ref. [4]. That estimate assumed only that I/y 11 ELM, and gave 
the result of our lemma for n = 1. The stronger integrability assump- 
tion on 11 y Ij has in fact been assumed throughout this paper and also 
in Refs. [7] and [9], and is satisfied by all measurable norms which are 
presently known. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that 11 y 11 E LQ,) for all 1 < p < CO. Then 
for any natural number n and any 6 > 0, 
MY : IIY II > 3) = o(t”) as t $0. 
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Proof. For any positive r, 
and so 
y%({lI Y II 3 yl) < I,,,,,,, II Y ll”“P,(~Y) 
8, 
= o(1) as Y + co, 
MIY II 2 w = Pd{llY II 2 st-1’2H 
= ~((St-l/~)-~~) as tJ0 
= o(P) as t $0. 
Given x in B and 6 > 0, define 
S,(x)-{yEB:lIy-XII <S}. 
For r C B let .P denote the complement of r in B. In the remaining 
portion of this paper, c used other than as a superscript or subscript 
will represent a general constant whose dependence may only be on 
the coefficient operators A(*) and on the relationship of B to H. In 
particular c will always be independent of any space and time (t) 
variables. 
THEOREM 2. lim,,, t-lq,(x, Sg(x)c) = 0 uniformly for x in B. 
Proof. From Eqs. (30), (31), and (32) of Ref. [7], we have 
* / m,-, I (x, dy) * du + j: zA2 du] 
3 c[(i) + (ii) + (iii)], say. 
From the definition of m,(x, dy) [7, Eq. (5)], we observe that 
@ G c s,,,-d,, exp[-(W(x - Y>, x - YMtl P&, 4% 
and upon making the change of variable y -+ y + x, we have 
(4 d c s expl-(WY, y)Pl p2t(dy). IlUll>& 
For h sufficiently small and positive, the calculations on p. 99 of 
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Ref. [7] show that the integrand is in Ll+“(p,,), with uniformly 
bounded (for all x in B and t > 0) ~5l+~ norm. Thus, for some fixed 
suitably small value of A, an application of Holder’s inequality gives 
(9 < c[P2t({ll Y II3 WIA~(l+A), 
and it now follows from Lemma 2.1 that (i) = o(t) as t 1 0. 
From (1) we may write MU( y, dz) = f(u, y, z) pSU( y, dx) with 
f(~, y, z) EL~(&( y, dz)). We thus have 
(4 d c j: j, jB xs&),(~) . I f(% Y, 4 * P2u(Y, 4 
* ex~[-(W(x - ~1, x - y)/40 - 41 . PZ(~-&, &) * du. 
We will show that for a fixed A which is sufficiently small and positive, 
IS s I fb Y, 4 * exp[-(W)(x -Y), x -yY40 - W+” -p2dy, 4 B B 
(3) 
Once we show that (3) holds, then an application of Holder’s inequality 
will give 
t (ii) < c 
I 
r1j2[ pzt(x, &(x)~)]~“~+~’ du 
0 
d ct1’2[p2t({ll Y II 3 &gl”“l+“’ 
= o(t) as t JO. 
From Ref. [7, p. 1071, we obtain 
s I f(% Y, 4l”^ ~2ub, d4 B 
G 4u-1’2Y+A jB Kl(C”(Y)(~)(~)~~ 4lm + l(c’(Y)(*>(*>Y 4In 
+ NC’(Y)(-)% 4 0 (C’(Y)(.)% ar 
+ KC’(y)=, 413- . exp[-(C(Az, 4/2111+A * W). 
That portion of the integrand within the curly brackets is shown in 
580/S/1-1 I 
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Ref. [7] to be in Lp( pi) f or all 1 < p < 00, with thep-norm uniformly 
bounded with respect toy in B. Hence we obtain 
s I f(% Y, .)I”” Pau(Y, 4 < c(u-l’z)l+n L3 
for all u > 0 and y in B. Thus the left side of (3) is less than or equal to 
cu-‘P f j, I exp[-(W(x -Y>, x - ~)/4@ - W+%h&~ ~JI/~‘(~+~) 
< cr112 1 j, I expC-(WY, YMt - ~)ll’+~~p(i-~~(~~)~l”l+A’ 
< cu-llZ 
for each fixed h which is sufficiently small and positive. 
It is obvious that (iii) < ct3i2 = o(t) as t -1 0. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
4. THE SEMIGROUP {pt} 
Let ‘QI denote the Banach space of all bounded Lip-l functions f 
on B with norm 11 f /I1 given by 
llflll = llfllm + in& : I f(x) - f(y)1 < cll x --YII forall x9YEW. 
THEOREM 3. (i) f E '2I e- qt~ Cu. 
(ii) Given T > 0, there exists a constant cT (depending on T) 
such that 
/I qtflll < cT llflll for all 0 < t < T andfor all f E Cu. 
Proof. Let f E % and T > 0. We have 
Ptf (xl = j, f(Y) %(x7 dY> + j: j, j, f 69 Yu(Y, dx) k&(x, dY) du. 
Now LtfC4 yu( Y, d z is in (Lc [7, Property g-21 and there exists a 1 
constant cT such that 11 r,f II1 < c,u-~/~ 11 f Ill for all 0 < u < T. 
Moreover, 
11 j, f(Y) %(% dY)i! < c llf IL a2 
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and, letting f?( r) d enote [det A( r)]-ll”f( y), we have 
j jB f(Y) fit(? dY) - jB f(Y) fit(X’, dY)l 
-II 
- tP@ + Y> .exp[-(WY, Wtl - f k + Y) 
. e~~[(C(s’h YPtll * P24d~) / 
< / jB f(x + Y) . {exp[-(Wy~ YPI - ~xP[-(W)Y, yY4tlI -pddy)l 
+ 1 jB Cf@ + Y> - f W + 391 . exp[-(C(W, Wtl . P2tCd~)l 
< c llfllm . II x - x’ II + c II x - x’ II . llfll, 9 
the last inequality following from the calculations in Ref. [7, p. 1091. 
Since f E ‘% 3 f?~ ‘8, with [lflll < c 11 f /iI, we have established that 
G,f E ‘$I, and 11 rii,f /I1 < c 11 f/II . We may now calculate 




< v-l" II f Ill du 
0 
(note that we have incorporated general constants into cT), and 
t 
Is s s o B B fC.4 . ru(~, d4 *%-u(~, 49 *du
t - ISS fC4 . ru(~, 3 0 B B . T&-q&c’, dy) * du j 
~ j: 1 s, r,f(r) . ~t--I(X, dr> - j, ~,f(r) . ~t-u(~‘, dy)l du 
s 
t 
< cT 11 x - x’ 11 . jlf~/1u-1/2 du 
0 
< cT 11 x - x’ 11 . llflll for 0 < t < T. 
This establishes Theorem 3. 
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THEOREM 4. {qJ f orms a strongly continuous contraction semigroup 
on the Banach space V of bounded uniformly continuous functions on B 
with the sup norm 11 * lloD . In fact, for f E V, 
lim t10 s B I f(y) - f(x>l4&, dr> = 0 (4) 
uniformly for x in B. 
Proof. Let 9, denote the space of bounded Lip-l functions on B, 
with the sup norm. Given f E V we can find a sequence {f,) such that 
f, E %?r (z = 1, 2 ,...) and f, + f in %? [4, Lemma 3.2.11. By Theorem 3, 
each qlfn E vl , and we may write 
I 4tfc-4 - hf(Y)l G I !?t(f -fn>W + I 4t(f -fdY)I 
+ I 4tfnW - Qtfn(Y>l 
= (i) + (ii) + (iii), say. 
Since II qt(f - f,)lL d II f - f, IL , g iven E > 0 there exists a natural 
number iV such that for n = N both (i) and (ii) are < c/3 for all x and 
y in B. Since qtfN E V, , there exists a constant c,,, such that (iii) < 
c,,, /I x - y II for all x and y in B. Thus for 11 x - y 11 < .5/(3cN) we have 
(i) + (ii) + (iii) < E, proving that qtf E V. 
Given fe?? and E>O, let 6>0 be such that IIy---x”jl <S 
implies If(y) -f(x)1 < E. Then 
s I f(Y) - f(x)i 4& dY> B 
= j,,~-z,,<, I f(Y) - f(4 !&(X7 dY) + J,,,-,,;,, I f(Y) - f@>l Qtk dY) 
G E + 2 llf llm j,,v-sii-8 qt(x, 44 
= E + o(t) 
by Theorem 2. This establishes (4). The contraction semigroup 
property was established in Ref. [9], and strong continuity is an 
immediate consequence of (4). 
5. THE DIFFUSION PROCESS 
We may construct a B-valued Markov process with transition 
probabilities (qr(x, dy)) by a well-known technique due to Kolmogorov. 
This construction proceeds in the following manner. 
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Let T denote an arbitrary index set and let {(a,, &‘J : t E T} be a 
family of complete separable metric spaces and the u fields of their 
Bore1 sets. Let @r&t denote the o field generated by the family 17,A, 
where A, E &f and A, = 0, for all but a finite number of t. A proof 
may be found in Neveu, Ref. ([6, p. 831, that if we have a family 
{Pt!,,..., 1,,> of probability measures defined on the finite products 
of {(a, , &J : t E T} and satisfying the compatibility condition 
(c.c.) If Tl C T, are two finite subsets of T, then the restriction 
of P=, to @r1di equals PT, , 
then there exists a unique probability measure P on (17,sZ,, @r&‘J 
which extends each of the measures Ptll,... ,1,) . 
For our application, define 
with a general element of fi being denoted by w. Let W be the field 
of subsets of 0 generated by all sets of the form E(t) = (w E J% w(t) E E} 
where E is a Bore1 set in B and let J%?;(~,,...,~,) be the subfield of 9$? 
generated by sets of the form E(tJ (i = l,..., n). For each x in B we 
define the probability measure qo(x, dj~) on B by qO(x, r) G x(x) 
for each Bore1 set .P C B. Then if p is any probability measure on B, 
if El ,..., E, are Bore1 sets in B, and if 0 < t, < t, < *OS < t, , 
we may define 
(5) 
&II defines a probability measure on the u field J%(~,,...,~,)  and extends 
to a set function on 9, which again we will denote by f& . Since 
{qr(x, ~JJ)} satisfies th e semigroup property, the compatibility criterion 
is trivially satisfied, and so &@ extends to a probability measure 
(denoted by &J on the D field Y generated by 9. 
If we define X,(W) = w(t) we obtain a B-valued stochastic process. 
It is easily verified that 
for all Bore1 sets E in B. 
By a technique due to Nelson, Ref. [5, Corollary 2 to Theorem 1 
and Theorem 21, it can be shown that the set 52 of all w in fi which 
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are continuous functions of t is of outer measure 1 (with respect to QJ 
if for each 6 > 0 we have Q~(x, Ss(x)c) = o(t) uniformly for x in B. 
This latter property has been established in Theorem 2. If we let y 
denote the natural injection of JJ into s”i, we may now weed out the 
noncontinuous paths in Q by defining 
for all I’ E Y. We thus obtain a probability measure Q@ on the u field 
of subsets of L? which is generated by all sets of the form E(t) = 
{w E L? : o(t) E E} where E is a Bore1 set in B. QU satisfies a condition 
analogous to (5), with QLL replaced by QU and with the latter definition 
of the E(t)‘s as subsets of fin. When p is Dirac measure concentrated 
at x we will write Qz for Qu . 
If {fa - . 01 E J} is any family of B-valued functions on L?, then 
u(fu : 01 E J) will d enote the u field of subsets of Sz generated by the 
family ifa}, i.e., u(fE : 01 E J) is generated by all sets of the form 
f a’(r) where r is a Bore1 set in B. We define the following u fields 
in Qn: 
A G a(X, : s 3 O), 
At = u(X, : 0 < s < t). 
For each t > 0 we define tit : fi -+ Sz by (81w)(~) = w(t + s). The 
family (Q, 4, d,, Xt, et, QJ f orms a temporally homogeneous 
normal Markov process with translation operators 0, and with state 
space (B, Bore1 sets) in the sense of the definitions of Blumenthal and 
Getoor [I]. 
If 9 is any u field in LJ and TV is a measure on Y, then the com- 
pletion of 9’ with respect to p is defined as 9~ s {r C 8 : there exist 
r, and r, in Sp with r, C r C r, and p(rz - r,) = O}. 9’~ is a 
u field and TV has a unique extension, again denoted by p, to 9. 
If u ES {pL, : cy E J) is any family of measures on 9, then the com- 
pletion of Y with respect to U is defined as Spu E narsJ 9% If 9’r 
is a u field contained in Spu, then the completion of Y1 in 9’” with 
respect to U is defined as consisting of all sets I’ C L? such that given 
any CL, E U there exists I’, E Yr such that I’ - I’, and r, - r are in 
YU and poL(r A r,) = 0. Now let Yt (t > 0) and 9’ denote general 
u fields in a, satisfying Yl, C Yt, C 9’ whenever t, < t, . 9 will 
denote the completion of 9 with respect to {Q, : x E B} and Pt the 
completion of Yt in 9 with respect to {Qz : x E B). If X = (!S, 9, Yt , 
X, , et, QJ is a Markov process on B then we will say that X is an 
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(9, YJ process. (Note that Sz, X, , et, Qz and the state space (B, 
Bore1 sets) are fixed for our discussion.) It is a standard result (e.g., 
Ref. [l, p. 291) that if X is an (9, Yi} process, then X is an (9, $} 
process. Define the a fields 
9 = the completion of J&! with respect to {QU : p a finite Bore1 
measure on B}, 
Pt = the completion of && in 9 with respect to (QU : p a finite 
Bore1 measure on B}. 
Then 4 C 9 C d and &t C Ff C J&. Since X is an {A, J&‘,} 
process, X is also an {A, J&> process, and thus by the inclusion 
relationships, X is an (3, St> process. 
T : Q -+ [0, co) is called an ($} stopping time if {W : T(w) < t} E Yt 
for all 0 < t < co. Given an {Yt} stopping time T we define the 
u field 
9~zE{rEY::n{(w: T(w) < t} E Yt for all 0 < t < co}. 
If X is an (9, Yl} process, then since the sample paths are continuous, 
X will be called a strong Markov process if for each {=$} stopping 
time T and bounded Bore1 function f on B we have 
(Here E, denotes expectation with respect to Qz.) For each such f, 
and for each 01 > 0 and x in B, we define 
Uaj(x) E ,; e-*“q,f(x) ds. 
U operates on the bounded Bore1 functions on B, and is called the 
a-potential operator. Define 
$+ = (-) % for each t E [0, co). 
s>t 
According to a theorem which may be found in Blumenthal and 
Getoor, Ref. [I, Theorem 1.8.111, if X is an (9, 9;) process then we 
may conclude that X is a strong (9, (g$+} process if we can find 
a linear space L of bounded continuous functions on B satisfying 
(i) For each f E L and 01 > 0, the map t + Uaf(X,) fails to be 
right continuous on [0, co) on a set /I,, satisfying QJLI,,) = 0 for all x 
in B; 
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(ii) For each open subset G C B, there exists a sequence (f,) in 
Lwithf, T xc. 
(For application of this theorem it is required that the sample paths 
of the process be right-continuous, a condition which is fulfilled 
in our case.) It is straightforward to show that ($)+ = (Yl+). We 
will show 2I satisfies (i) and (ii). Let f E 2I. Then since 
I u’f(4l < Ilfll, jr e-*’ 4 
we may for each fixed 01 > 0 select a T > 0 such that 
ilf Ilm jr ecus ds < 42. 
By Theorem 3 there exists a constant cT , depending only on T, such 
that for any 0 < t, t’ < co 
/ hf (&(,)) - !?sf (xt’(m))i d cT ilf ill I/ xt(w) - xt’(w)ll, 
valid for all 0 < s < T and for all w E ~2. Thus 
and since X,(w) is continuous for each w E 9, it follows that (i) is 
satisfied. If G is open in B, we may define 
fn(x) = 1 - exp[--nd(x, G”)], 
where d(x, G”) denotes the distance from x to Gc. It is easy to check 
that {f,) C 2l and fn f xG [8, Proposition I]. 
Thus X is a strong {A, &+} process. Since A%‘~+ C A;+ , it follows 
that X is a strong {A’, A%‘~+) process. But now, by Proposition 1.8.12 
of Ref. [l], we may conclude that 9i = gt+ for each t > 0. Thus X 
is a strong {g, gt} process, and 
(!2, @, gt , Xt , et , Q,) is now a strong Markov process on B satisfying 
all the requirements of either a standard process or of a Hunt process 
(see Ref. [I] for d fi ‘t’ e m ions) except the requirement that the state 
space B be locally compact. This is the process which we will refer 
to as the diffusion process corresponding to our given parabolic 
equation. 
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For U an open set in B, we define the first exit time from U to be 
the function 7U : 1;2 -+ [0, co] where 
Q-~(W) = inf{t 3 0 : X,(u) # U}. 
Where the set U is understood, we will drop the identifying subscript 
on T. TV is easily seen to be measurable for each U open in B. Let a 
be the space of bounded Bore1 functions on B, with the sup norm 
II - Ilm * 
THEOREM 5. Let 77 be open in B and let E, denote expectation with 
respect to Qz . For f E L?#, define 
WfXx) = E,V(&) x74 for all t b 0. 
(qlu} forms a contraction semigroup acting in a. If f is bounded and 
uniformly continuous on B with support in U, then 
II at”f -f l/m + 0 as t$O. 
Proof. The semigroup property is well known. Since its proof is 
very short we will reproduce it here. Let f E 27. Then 
(dLfK4 = -uf(Xt+J XT>t+Sl 
= EzNf D 5 o eJ(xT>Jx,,, o es)1 
= -&[XT>sEX8[(f O -a x7,tll 
= b7sU4tUf)(x)* 
Assume now that f is bounded and uniformly continuous on B with 
support in U. We may write 
I qt”f(x) - f(x)1 G I -%[f&) xr>t - f(x) x7,tll 
+ I fk>l * I uXT>t - 111 
G -&[I f(W - f WI + I f WI * &!cx7<t1 
E (i) + (ii), say. 
From the definition of Qz , we have 
6) = j, I f (39 - f VA 44x, 44 
= o(l) as t JO, 
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uniformly for x in B, by Theorem 4. Given E > 0, let 6 > 0 be 
such that If(y) -f(x)/ < E whenever IIy - x 11 < 6. Letting 
d(x, au) denote the distance from a point x of B to au, we find that 
If(x)1 < E whenever d(x, au) < 6. Thus (ii) < E when d(x, au) < S. 
Now assume that d(x, au) 3 6 and let S6(x) = ( y : 11 y - x Ij < S}. 
Then 
uXT<tI = !&wJ) d t>) 
< Q,((oJ : w(s) $ S,(x) for some s E [0, t]}). 
Using Theorem 2, we can find a T > 0 such that 
for all 0 < t < T and for all x in B. 
Let 0 = t, < t, < **- < t, = T. For i = 1, 2 ,..., n define 
01 = b : gag II 40) - 4tdll b s>, 
B = &J : II 40) - w(T)I/ 3 W>, 
yi = b : II w(h) - 4”)ll 2 W% 
6, = lw : 11 w(o) - w(ti)lj 3 sj n n iw : 11 go) - +.)I1 < 8). 
We note that (Y is the disjoint union of the 6;s. Since I\ w(O) - w(tJl > 6 
implies that either /I w(O) - u(T)lj 3 6/2 or 11 co(&) - u(T)11 3 6/2, 
we have 
We have Q&63) < TE. Since 
(6) 
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(6) is valid for all finite subdivisions (to ,..., tn} of [0, T]. Thus 
and since the sample paths are continuous, 
Q&J : o~;gTII 4) - 4s)ll B S> G 22”~. 
This implies that 
Q&J : w(s) 6 S*(x) for some s E [0, t]> = o(t) 
as t J 0, independently of x in B. Thus (ii) = o(t) when d(x, 8U) 2 6, 
and we have established that 
II Qtf -film + 0 as t JO. 
Note added in proof. The author thanks the referee for pointing out that the 
measurable norm 1) * 1) automatically satisfies y -+ II y I] is in L”(p,) for all 1 < p < cc 
and for all t > 0. This result follows from recent results of H. J. Landau and L. A. 
Shepp in a paper entitled “On the Supremum of a Gaussian Process” or from results of 
X. Fernique in a note entitled “Integrabilite des Vecteurs Gaussiens”. Specifically, 
since B is separable, we can find a countable dense subset {ym} in B and then apply the 
Hahn-Banach Theorem to obtain linear functionals {fn} such that fn(yn) = j/ yn 11 
and llfn II Q 1. Then II Y II = su~Xfs(~)), and so y + 11 y I/ is the supremum of a 
countable family of jointly Gaussian random variables with respect to p, . Then the 
Landau-Shepp result gives 
for all E less than some fixed l a depending only on t. 
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